Fantastic Theater Classes Starting Soon!

Welcome to our Fall performance classes!

We may be faced with smoky skies and global pandemics, but we will not give up!

The Show Must Go On!

So, we're offering a bunch of fun Zoom friendly shows for young performers to act in from the safety of home.

- Classes end with exciting performances!
- Small casts keep children engaged!
- Costumes & Digital Backgrounds
- Creativity, Companionship, and Laughter!!

Bridget Palmer
Director Santa Rosa Children's Theater
& Show Biz Kidz

Click Here to Register For Classes

Harry Potter & The Sorcerer's Stone on Zoom

It's so much fun to put on a show pretending to be your favorite characters!! This Story traces Harry's earliest days at Hogwarts making new friends and having to cope with challenges posed by Draco Malfoy, Professor Snape, and He-Who- Shall-Not-Be-Named. Children LOVE performing this show!

Costumes will be provided to your children on a loaned basis. Our version will include exciting virtual backgrounds the children can place behind themselves during their final performance!

Wednesdays 3:00pm - 4:00pm on Zoom
8 Classes, September 16 - Nov. 4
Max 12 Ages 7 - 14
Instructor Caroline Lomba
Class Fee $110

Click to Register
The Show Must Go Online

This is a fun and FUNNY musical theater play created especially for Zoom! A young cast of actors are forced by a school closure to transform their show "Brushes With Greatness: The Dental Hygiene Musical" into a performance they can share online. There are many funny parts and great songs for kids who love to sing, and a few parts for those interested in acting but not singing. Classes end with a performance for family & friends. **Three Class Times Available!**

**Saturdays 10:00am -11:00am with Caroline**
**Sundays 10:00am -11:00am with Ellen**
**Tuesdays 6:00pm -7:00pm with Ellen**

**Max 10 Ages 7 -14**
**8 Classes, Week of Sept. 14 - Week of Nov. 2**
**Class Fee $100**

[Click to Register](#)

Madagascar Mania

This funny show is inspired by the second Madagascar movie. It follows the adventures of four adventurous friends from the New York Zoo who try to find their way home from Madagascar and end up helping the animals of the African savannah solve the mystery of why their watering hole has dried up. Full of humor and unforgettable moments of friendship and silliness, this play is a real favorite with kids. Children will be loaned costumes for the final Zoom performance and provided with digital backgrounds to bring their adventures into the African savannah and jungle to life.

**Thursdays 3:00pm - 4:00pm on Zoom**
**8 Classes, September 17 - Nov. 5**
**Max 13 Ages 7 -12**
**Instructor Bridget Palmer**
**Class Fee $110**

[Click to Register](#)

For Older Students!

Space Princess Wars

Imagine a SUPER FUNNY blend of Star Wars, The Princess Bride, and Cats!, the musical, and you've got a rough idea of the scope of this hilarious new play by one of our favorite playwrights for the upper grades, Don Zolidis. If your child loves comedy with adventure, sarcasm, and multiple satirical nods to the classics above, they are going to have a blast with this space adventure. Students will be loaned costumes for the final performance and provided with digital art for their Zoom backgrounds to bring this exciting show to life.

Read a sample of the script at
Acting Out! Improv Workshop

In this fast-paced class, the focus is on improv using theater games similar to what you may have seen on Whose Line Is It Anyway? Learn the dos and don’ts of improv, setting up a scene for your co-players, and using your “bag of tricks” while having loads of fun. With an arsenal of imaginative games and exercises, think quickly on your feet, build trust with your teammates and unleash your natural creativity and humor. We end the session recording a comedy show to share with friends and family.

Mondays 3:00-4:00pm on Zoom
6 Classes, September 14 - Oct. 19
Max 10 Grades 4 - 8
Instructor Bridget Palmer
Class Fee $90

Click Here to Register